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Abstract
This paper describes Blockmon, a novel, configurable, software-based Big Data platform for high-performance data
stream analytics. Its design allows running applications for a wide range of use cases. When used as network data
processing and monitoring platform, it copes with 10 Gb/s of continuous traffic, up to layer 7 (e.g., DPI), on a single
commodity server. When used as a server-log processing platform, a fraud detection algorithm built on top of Blockmon can analyze up to 70,000 cps (~250 million BHCA, enough to cope with Japan’s entire phone traffic) on a single
machine. Blockmon will be commercialized and applied to analyze operator networks and other applications such as
web analytics or financial market analysis, among others.
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1. Introduction

2. Related Work

The increase of nodes attached to the Internet, from desktop PCs to smartphones, as well as the plethora of applications used to interconnect people, from emails to social
networks, have resulted in the amount of data being transferred through the Internet to constantly increase and diversify,
doubling every two to three years; this trend is forecast to continue through 2015 1) .
The variety and the amount of data being exchanged challenge existing mechanisms for network monitoring and analysis, which must be designed to be:
(1) flexible, to easily adapt to emerging applications; and
(2) high-performance, to process data close to real-time, and
react to ensure security, quality of service, and prompt
operational planning.
We believe Blockmon, a system designed for supporting
high-performance composable measurement out of small, discrete blocks, can fulfill those requirements. Blockmon is available open-source under the BSD license 2) .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we discuss related work. Section 3 describes the Blockmon
architecture. Section 4 shows how to develop Blockmon applications. Section 5 outlines a fraud detection use case, and
shows the gain in performance that we achieve when using
Blockmon. Section 6 concludes the paper.

Blockmon takes some of the design principles of previous
approaches, enhances them to allow for a wider range of monitoring and analysis applications, and provides tuning mechanisms that allow it to yield high performance when running on
modern, multi-core, multi-queue architectures. Further, by allowing runtime reconfiguration of the connections among its
blocks, Blockmon enables on-line data analysis of traffic,
which adjusts to current network conditions.
Blockmon builds upon previous work in programmable online network measurement and composable networking. CoMo 3) , a passive monitoring system, introduced the concept
of a monitoring plugin, even though its monitoring applications rely on a set of limited and strictly pre-defined callback
functions.
The Click modular router 4) has inspired the modular principles in Blockmon. However, Click is intended only for packet processing, with its modules only able to communicate in
terms of packets. Further, Click cannot easily do more advanced types of processing such as maintaining TCP connections, interacting with databases, or any number of actions
relevant to monitoring and data analysis.
Yahoo! S4 5) and TwitterStorm 6) are two recent frameworks designed with a goal similar to Blockmon, i.e., a distributed platform for stream processing. An in-depth evalua-
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tion of how those platforms compare against Blockmon in
terms of performance and flexibility is part of our future work.

3. Blockmon: Overview
Blockmon is built upon the notion of blocks, gates and messages.
Blockmon provides a set of units called blocks each carrying out a certain type of processing, for instance counting the
number of distinct VoIP users on a link. Blocks can be configured so that two blocks of the same type may be initialized
differently, thus ensuring a modular and flexible system. The
blocks are then inter-connected via a set of input and output
“gates;” the number of gates and what they are used for are
defined by the developer of the block. “Messages” are the information units that blocks exchange between each other: a
message carries the results of the processing of one block to
the next block down the line.
A set of inter-connected blocks representing a monitoring
and data analysis application is called “composition” (see Fig.
1 ), which is specified in XML. The Blockmon core and the
blocks themselves are implemented in C ++ , and the system is
controlled at runtime through a Python-based command-line
interface.
Several blocks are already made available and cover the basic functionality required to design network monitoring compositions. For instance, there are fast capture blocks for packet
processing (pcap, pf_ring, pfq), blocks for keeping track of
flows, and blocks for statistics (Bloom filters and packet counters). Beyond these, users can implement additional blocks and
connect them to existing ones as needed. As Blockmon is written in C ++ , porting existing functionality from existing C/C ++
code to it is straight-forward.

Fig. 1 Blockmon: blocks are inter-connected through input/output
gates to form a composition.

4. Creating Blockmon Applications
(1) Developer’s Perspective: The Block
To run inside Blockmon, a block inherits from the core
Block class, and implements at least two methods, called
when appropriate by the framework:
● _configure():
called with a reference to the XML element used to configure the block, at composition startup time;
● _receive_msg():
called with a reference to the message and the gate on
which it was received.
For instance, implementing a block for counting packets only requires overloading the _receive_msg function to get the message and increment a counter. Fig. 2
shows code for the packet counter block.
(2) User’s Perspective: The Composition
To create a Blockmon application, users write a composition XML file and specify the blocks that compose the
application, together with the inter-connection between
them. Fig. 3 outlines an XML composition file: a block
that listens for packets coming to an interface and a block
that counts those packets. While specifying the composition, Blockmon gives the user full control over the
behavior of the blocks and their interaction in order to
achieve the best performance. For instance, Blockmon
allows blocks to be mapped to particular threads, and for
these threads to be mapped to one or more CPU cores. In
this way, users decide which cores run which bits of code,
perhaps to optimize factors like cache effects, memory
accesses, or CPU utilization.

Fig. 2 Developing a Blockmon block.
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plication called VoIPSTREAM to it. VoIPSTREAM has
proven to be an effective method for detecting potential telemarketers in real-time while protecting the privacy of normal
(i.e., non-telemarketing) users 7) .
The reason for using VoIPSTREAM to evaluate the performance of Blockmon is two-fold. First, VoIPSTREAM
works on textual data: this allows us to show the flexibility of
Blockmon to deal with data other than network packets. Second, the results we show should be of interest to VoIP and
phone operators.

6. VoIPSTREAM’s Blockmon Design
Fig. 3 A Blockmon composition.

5. Use Case: VoIPSTREAM
To show the advantages of using Blockmon as a data analytics platform, we port an existing VoIP fraud detection ap-

At an abstract layer, the application can be split into three
main parts: feature extraction, processing and reasoning; Fig.
4 outlines the design of VoIPSTREAM.
The feature-extraction part reads from a set of call logs (or
possibly also from live traffic) and gathers the features based
on which the user behavior is analyzed.
The processing part exploits the features extracted from each

Fig. 4 Blockmon implementation of VoIPSTREAM: feature-extraction part is in red; processing part in blue; reasoning part in orange.
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call to keep track of the overall behavior of each user within a
time-window of configurable length. In VoIPSTREAM, the
overall behavior of each user is derived by computing five
quantities: per-user received call rate, per-user established outgoing call rate (over two different time-window lengths), peruser new callee rate, and per-user total outgoing call time.
These quantities are computed by means of time-decaying
Bloom filters, and then combined to compute three risk assessment modules over a time-window: FoFiR, ACD and URL.
FoFiR is the ratio between number of outgoing and incoming
established calls; ACD is the ratio between number of outgoing calls established towards distinct callees (new callees) and
total number of established calls; URL is the ratio between
global average call duration and user's average call duration.
Using these ratios, each module returns an anomaly score between 0 and 1.
Finally, the reasoning part combines the risk assessment
modules above to associate the user with an anomaly score: in
our case, the combination is a weighted sum of the FoFiR, ACD
and URL scores.
A threshold-based decision algorithm states whether the user
is acting like a telemarketer in a given time-window based on
the user's anomaly score.
Each part described above is implemented in Blockmon by
means of a series of blocks: blocks exchange messages to ensure that each block has the information needed to perform its
task.
The parameters of each block and of each bloom filter are
configurable and can be specified while creating the block
through the composition file. For instance, it is possible to
specify the size of the hash-table in each Bloom- filter block
(on which the false positive ratio depends), or to specify the
threshold of the decision algorithm, as well as the weights to
assign to each risk assessment module in the reasoning part.

7. Results
We implemented each block in Fig. 4 and ran the application on an x86 server with eight-core 2.4GHz Xeon CPU cores
and 24GB of RAM.
Standalone (i.e., non-Blockmon) VoIPSTREAM processes
a file containing 10 million phone calls at a mean rate of 46.
9kCall/s over three trials. As shown in Fig. 5 , VoIPSTREAM on Blockmon using two cores (one for decoding
*1 Busy

Fig. 5 VoIPSTREAM performance: standalone vs. Blockmon.

phone calls and one for the rest of the processing) resulted in a
rate of 41.6 kCall/s. Simply by increasing the number of cores
devoted to processing to four (one for decoding phone calls,
and three for the stages in the feature pipeline, with the metric blocks directly invoked), the rate of calls processed jumps
to 67.6kCall/s, an improvement of 44% over standalone VoIPSTREAM. By using eight cores, the rate of calls improves
incrementally to 70.9kCall/s, an improvement of 51%. This
demonstrates the performance advantages of porting standalone applications to Blockmon. It is worth pointing out that
porting the original code to Blockmon took only two weeks.

8. Conclusion and Future Use Cases
Blockmon is a flexible and high performance big data stream
analytics platform. When used for network traffic analysis, it
can cope with 10 Gb/s of network data, up to layer 7 (e.g., DPI),
on a single commodity server. Used for server-log processing
it can detect fraud in VoIP traffic at a rate of 70,000 cps (~250
million BHCA *1 ), enough to deal with all of Japan’s phone
traffic. We are now in the process of implementing a distributed version of Blockmon that scales performance out over a
number of commodity servers; the objective of this work is to
compare Blockmon with other platforms used for big data processing in different contexts (e.g., Yahoo! S4 and Twitter
Storm). Further, this work will also implement, in addition to
a distributed version of VoIPSTREAM and a content popularity estimation application, two web analytics applications that
demonstrate Blockmon’s flexibility and high performance:
clickthrough rates (for measuring the success of an online ad-

Hour Call Attempt
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vertising campaign for a particular website) and hashtag counts
(for detecting popular themes currently being discussed on
Twitter).
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